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ABSTRACT: Metamaterials are artificially engineered material having negative permittivity and permeability. Due to their negative constitutive parameters, metamaterials are capable of focusing incident electromagnetic energy called as beam focusing property. We have made use of beam focusing property of metamaterial to enhance antenna far-field gain. We have also conducted experimental study by varying the distance between patch antenna and metamaterial array to determine optimum distance. The distance is varied in seven steps of 35 mm. The far-field gain of antenna is increased by 4 dB when metamaterial is placed at 95 mm. The beamwidth of antenna reduces when loaded with metamaterial indicating beam sharpening. At 155 mm from patch antenna, the beamwidth reduces to 33.95° and starts increasing as metamaterial is moved further away. The resonance frequency and bandwidth of antenna follows alternate increase and decrease pattern as the distance of metamaterial is increased, however, the impact is negligible. © 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Microwave Opt Technol Lett 57:178-183, 2015.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, extensive research is performed on enhancing performance of antenna using metamaterial structure. These antenna are
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modified in many different ways for performance enhancement using metamaterial [1–5]. Metamaterial is artificially engineered structure or material which exhibits negative permittivity and negative permeability. Metamaterials gain their property from its structure. All the metamaterial cells used for antenna enhancement are fabricated on PCB substrate.

In 1968, Veselago theoretically explained materials capable of having negative permeability and permittivity [6]. Due to negative constitutive parameter, the wave flowing through the metamaterial is antiparallel to the phase velocity. It was Pendry [7] who demonstrated the first prototype of metamaterial with negative permittivity and permeability using array of thin conducting wires. This array of thin wire when excited with electromagnetic energy at plasma frequency generates plasmon which results in negative permittivity and permeability. The generation of plasmon also relates to unique properties such as reversal of Doppler effect, reversal of Snell’s law, and so forth [8].

Ran et al. [9] did series of experimental verification on several metamaterial structure. In their experiment, they demonstrated beam focusing, power transmission, prism refraction, and beam shifting property of metamaterial. Due to such unique property, metamaterial finds many different application including antenna performance enhancement, SAR reduction, space communication, commercial equipment, and medical [10]. One of the such unique application of metamaterial is noninvasive measurement of vital signals from human body [11]. In their research, they made use of highly directional metamaterial antenna and directed electromagnetic energy toward the human body and made respiration measurement by measuring received signal from human body.

In this research, the CLS loaded split ring resonator (SRR) metamaterial is used to enhance performance of rectangular patch antenna. The beam focusing property demonstrated by Ran et al., is used by placing metamaterial array in front of antenna. The distance between patch antenna and metamaterial array is varied in seven steps of 35 mm each. At each step, a full three-dimensional (3D) measurement is performed. The measured result of antenna and antenna with metamaterial at each step is compared against far-field gain, 3-dB beamwidth, bandwidth, and resonance frequency. An impact analysis on each of the parameter is explained.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This section provides details of research methodology and tools used in conducting this research. The flow diagram of research is as shown in Figure 1.

The regular rectangular patch antenna is first simulated in computer simulation technology (CST). The rectangular patch antenna is matched using quarter wavelength impedance matching technique and fed with microstrip line. CST is also used to simulate single cell of CLS loaded SRR metamaterial. Single cell is tuned to have negative properties at 2.45 GHz and above. This single cell structure is then used to form 13 x 5 array of metamaterial.

The metamaterial array is placed in front of antenna and further study to analyze its impact is conducted. The distance between patch antenna and metamaterial array is varied from 35 to 215 mm marked as H7 to H1, respectively. At each point, detailed study on far-field gain, beamwidth, resonance frequency, and bandwidth is performed.

The model is then fabricated for experimental verification purpose. Two samples are created to determine sample to sample to variation. The fabricated model is tested for 3D data in fully anechoic chamber.

Figure 1 Research methodology. (Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com)

3. MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNA

Microstrip patch first came into existence in 1980, and received attention due to their compactness [12]. As patch antenna are extensively studied, it is easy to design one with the help of standardized formulas. Simulation tools like CST provide easy step by step guide to design microstrip-fed rectangular patch antenna.

Above Figure 2 shows the simulated rectangular patch antenna resonating at 2.442 GHz. Total size of patch antenna is 55.42 x 75.22 mm², with rectangular patch of 46 x 38.20 mm². The impedance of rectangular patch is matched using quarter wavelength microstrip line of 0.60 mm in width and 21.50 mm in length. Additionally, antenna is equipped with PI matching network for further tuning if required. Patch antenna is fabricated on Rogers RO5870 substrate with dielectric constant of 2.3. The simulated S-parameter of antenna is as shown in Figure 3.

4. METAMATERIAL

The elementary cell of the proposed multilayer metamaterial is shown in Figure 4 [13]. It is similar to regular SRR but in addition has two L shape strips adjacent to split ring. The L shape capacitive strip is 15.10 mm in length and 13.1 mm wide. The gap between two capacitive strips is 0.5 mm. The outer ring of
SRR is 9.10 mm while inner ring is 7.10 mm. CLS-loaded SRR has the advantage of SRR and I pattern single-cell metamaterial. Additional I pattern increased the amount of capacitance exponentially. The coupling of I pattern to I pattern and I pattern to outer ring brings the resonance frequency down.

The single cell of CLS-loaded SRR is then used to form multilayer array of metamaterial as shown in Figure 5. The array consists of 13 strips of metamaterial, where each strip consists of five CLS-loaded SRR structure. The total size of multilayer array is 161.50 × 31 × 92.50 mm³.

5. DISTANCE VARIATION

Ran [9] in his research demonstrated beam focusing property of metamaterial which is similar to optical lens focusing incident light on lens. Similarly, the multilayer array of metamaterial when excited with electromagnetic energy will focus the electromagnetic beam resulting in enhancement of antenna performance.

The multilayer metamaterial shown in above Figure 5 is placed in front of rectangular patch antenna as shown in Figure 6.

The platform is made up of 4-mm thick acrylic to hold antenna and metamaterial in place. The proposed platform has holes and slots to keep metamaterial array in place during 3D measurement. The holes are marked H1 to H7 at which 3D measurement is performed for gain and beamwidth of antenna. The patch antenna is placed vertically with the help of two 90° bend. Additional support bar on top is provided to compensate for bending due to weight of metamaterial array. The distance between each marked hole is 35 mm.

The 3D model is created using Autodesk Inventor and then simulated in CST. The final simulated model is fabricated. Simulation is performed at each marked location from H1 to H7. At each point, antenna far-field gain, beamwidth, bandwidth, and resonance frequency is recorded. Final conclusion is drawn on verification from measurement.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The model shown in Figure 6 is fabricated for further investigation. The fabrication model is measured against simulation results in fully anechoic chamber. 3D measurement and S-parameter measurement is performed for all the points from H1 to H7.
The simulated rectangular patch antenna with quarter wavelength matching has resonance frequency of 2.442 GHz. The fabricated model on Rogers RO3870T is resonating at 2.462 and 2.461 GHz. The measured resonance frequency is consistent for both the fabricated sample as shown in Figure 7, however, the difference in simulated resonance frequency to measured is due to fabrication tolerance.

The 3D measurement is performed for antenna only which serves as baseline for comparing antenna gain with metamaterial. Figure 8 shows the simulated and measured far-field polar plot of patch antenna as measured in anechoic chamber. The measured far-field gain of antenna is 5.8 and 5.71 dBi as compared to simulated gain of 6.3 dBi.

For the next set of testing, metamaterial array is fixed at H1 and measurements are performed. H1 is located at 215 mm from patch antenna. Similarly, metamaterial array is placed at H2 and then measurement is performed again. This measurement continues until point H7 and all the results are tabulated for easy comparison. The measured result is divided into four blocks as far field, beamwidth, bandwidth, and resonance frequency. An average value of Sample 1 and Sample 2 is used here after for comparison.

6.1. Far-Field Gain

Figure 9 shows the simulated versus measured far-field gain of antenna. The patch antenna has measured gain of 5.76 dBi as against simulated of 6.3 dBi. The gain of patch antenna increases to 6.91 dBi when metamaterial array is placed at H7 point.

The far-field gain of antenna continues to increase until point H5, where it reaches maximum of 9.84 dBi giving a total increase in gain of 4.08 dB. As metamaterial is moved further away from antenna gain starts reducing but still at higher value as compared to patch antenna. At point H1 which is 215 mm from patch antenna, the gain of antenna is 8.82 dBi.

6.2. Beamwidth

Antenna beamwidth is measured in degrees in-between the two half power points (3 dB) of the major lobe of the antenna. Three decibel beamwidth of antenna provides information on directional property of antenna. The measured 3D beamwidth of rectangular patch antenna is 87.48° which is close to simulated value.

When metamaterial is introduced the 3-dB beamwidth starts reducing. At H7, the measured 3-dB beamwidth of antenna is 73.41°. The beamwidth of antenna continues to reduce until point H1 reaching 34.71°. The reduction in beamwidth indicates that the radiation beam is becoming sharper as distance of metamaterial array from patch antenna is increased. At point H3 which is 155 mm from patch antenna, the 3-dB beamwidth is 33.94° which is smallest, indicating sharpest radiation beam.

6.3. Bandwidth

IEEE defines bandwidth as “The range of frequencies within which the performance of the antenna is acceptable.” Here, in our research, −10 dB bandwidth is considered acceptable and
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